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ABSTRACT
Space transportation systems are exposed to high thermal
and mechanical loads during the ascend in the transonic
flow regime. By now, there are still many uncertainties,
which can not be solved with state of the art computational fluid dynamic models or experiments with cold jet
flows. A test facility with a high degree of similarity to
flight with respect to the influence of the hot nozzle flow
can contribute to improve the understanding of interaction effects between the hot nozzle flow and the ambient
flow by providing reliable data for validation. The objective of the paper at hand is to present the work progress
on such a facility. Issues and challenges concerning the
base flows are discussed and potential research areas for
investigations are considered. Relevant conditions during
the ascend of Ariane 5 are used as baseline and appropriate scaling laws are discussed to conclude requirements
for the operational conditions for the existing wind tunnel
Vertical Test Section Cologne (VMK). These operational
conditions are used to develop a concept. After a proof of
concept is given by CFD calculations, details to the supply system including the operational range are described
and opposed to existing test benches without interaction
capabilities.
Key words: LATEX; Space transportation system; hot
plume interaction; GOX/GH2; transonic flow regime;
base flow;.

1.

INTRODUCTION

At T + 137 s into the flight 157 of Ariane 5 ECA, a
pressure drop at the dump cooling outlet appeared,
which is characteristic for a leak in the cooling system
of the Vulcain 2 rocket engine. In the following, a rapid
degradation of the cooling of the nozzle was observed,
which led to a loss of the nozzle’s integrity and finally
to a loss of control over the launcher’s trajectory. This is
what was presented in Paris by the inquiry board in the
press conference with respect to this failure [1, 2]. The
non-exhaustive definition of the design loads, combined
with a combination of various stress factors during flight

was declared to be on one of the most probable cause for
the failure.
The objective of the paper at hand is to describe the ongoing efforts at the DLR Cologne to upgrade the Vertical
Test Section Cologne (VMK) [3, 4] to enable the investigation of the hot flow interaction phenomena. In detail:
The interaction of a hot exhaust jet with the ambient flow
is of interest. For this reason, VMK must be equipped
with a supply facility of gaseous oxygen and gaseous hydrogen. In this paper, concept is developed and a proofof-concept of the some aspects of the scaling issue is conducted by means of numerical simulations. The concept
includes the test environment like the wind tunnel itself,
the model, the supply system and the measurement equipment.
In the long-term, the objective is to provide a platform in
a field where CFD is not available yet or difficult/costly
to obtain, and thus data for validation is required. The
facility will allow the investigation of isolated flow effects like for cold flow jets and combined flow effects
with chemical reactions, radiation, particles of various
mass and size, condensation, high temperature or viscosity effects over a wide Mach number range with appropriate measurement techniques with a state of the art
spatial/temporal resolution for propellants being identical to current space transportation systems or reflecting
certain desired properties. This way, the hot plume testing facility will help to rule out discrepancies and inconsistencies between in-flight measurements, wind tunnel
measurements and CFD and improve the understanding
of the flow phenomena of rockets.
The paper is structured as follows: In the next section,
a strong justification is given for such a facility by discussing the underlying motivation, which is a based on a
short discussion of the numerous issues during the ascend
of a space transportation system. This is the field of future measurements and applications. Additionally, some
kind of inventory is given with respect to state-of-the-art
developments in the space transportation field, considerations to scaling issues and the available test environment
and equipment. The next section deals with the methods, and lists how the scaling laws are applied to find the
operating range of the facility, details to the numerical

simulation, and input parameters to enable a selection of
suitable measurement techniques.
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2.

2.1.

MOTIVATION, APPLICATIONS, JUSTIFICATION AND INVENTORY
Exhaust Plume Induced Challenges on Space
Transportation Systems

The catastrophic event from the introduction is continued here to elaborate some more details to the loads that
space transportation systems are exposed. The first note
of an abnormality of Ariane 5 operation was T + 137 s
at the booster separation, which takes place at an altitude
of about 68 km [5, 6] with about 2000 ms 1 . Despite
this high altitude, it is commonly accepted that the most
challenging environment wrt to mechanical loads is during the transonic flight phase. For instance in Ref. [5], it
can be seen that the highest dynamic pressure is reached
at an altitude of 6.8 km and a velocity of 487.7 ms 1 ,
which corresponds to Mach 1.56. Ref. [7] presents flight
data and wind tunnel tests regarding the buffet loads on
the Ariane 5 afterbody. It can be seen that the unsteady
loads on the nozzle like the pressure fluctuations, vibrations and actuator loads are strongest in the transonic
flight regime and decrease over the flight time and corresponding higher Mach numbers (M a > 1.5). This
statement is supported in Ref. [8]. The article reports
of flight data that reveal anomalous side loads acting on
the Vulcain 1 nozzle, which where then investigated experimentally [9] and numerically [10] on tolerable loads.
ESA described the magnitude of the buffet loads as a
major concern [11]. It is attributed to disturbances induced by the three-dimensional flow and the interaction
with the boosters and started a series of activities concerning a possible coupling between the external flow and
the shock-separated flow in the nozzle.
In general, buffeting describes the response of structural modes to aerodynamic/buffet loads. The relevance
of axis-symmetrically excited loads was pointed out by
Fuchs et al. [12] since they contribute significantly to
the lateral force in the base region. Further, H. Wong
[13] indicates that base-flow buffeting may trigger threedimensional flow separation, and thus side loads during
flight, which poses a serious issue for rocket nozzles [14].
As basis for the further descriptions and discussions, the
mean flow topology of the near field at the generic base of
an axis-symmetric generic rocket base is shown in Fig. 1.
For the flow topology and the following considerations
of the paper at hand, Ariane 5 is used as reference with
respect to the physical properties and generic, geometric
dimensions.
The flow topology sketch is based on numerical simulations at Mach 0.7 conducted by Deck and Thorigny [15].
The sketch shows the incoming ambient flow along the
vehicle (1) with the subsequent separation of the flow at
the end of the main body (2). The flow is deflected to-
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Figure 1. Near field flow topology at the base for an
overexpanded nozzle flow in a subsonic external flow
(sketched from Ref. [15]).
wards the nozzle and reattaches - depending on the ambient conditions, which is mainly the Mach number - on the
nozzle (3) or on the supersonic jet acting as fluidic wall.
The ambient flow and the vehicle/model walls enclose a
highly energetic and unsteady recirculation region (4). In
a time-averaged consideration, the flow features a large
primary vortex (5) and a secondary corner vortex (6). The
transonic flight phase is reached at a very early stage during the ascent (see e.g. Ref. [5]), thus the nozzle flow (7)
- at least for the Vulcain 2 engine with a very high expansion ratio - is overexpanded (Ref. [16]). The supersonic
jet is predominantly inviscid and turbulent mixing processes takes place at a confined shear layer (7) to the ambient flow. The isolines marked with 0.01 and 0.99 depict
the correspondent local velocity with normalized with the
ambient flow. Additionally, the velocity profiles in the recirculation region are plotted at different distances downstream from the separation. Note that the instantaneous
flow fields do not resemble the averaged flow field and is
highly turbulent.
The emanating shear layer from the edge of the main
body is assumed to be the driving force for the buffeting instability. Kelvin-Helmholtz form at the shear layer
interface between the recirculation region, travel downstream and impinge on the Vulcain engine nozzle. According to the hypothesis of Wong et al. [8], this results
in acoustic waves generated at the reattachment location,
which travel upstream and may couple with the separation from the shoulder. In resonance, the effect may lead
to an amplification of the amplitudes in the shear layer
excitation. Via this feed-back loop, energy might be fed
into recirculation region.
This aero-acoustic feedback loop hypothesis was reviewed by Deck and Thorigny [15]. His investigations reveal that the axis-symmetric separating/reattaching flow
is governed by large scale coherent motions. According
to experiments run by Deprés [17], more than 90% of the
pressure fluctuations can be attributed to the antisymmetric mode m = 1, which is associated with helical vortex
structures randomly orientated in the azimuthal direction
as described by Fuchs et al. [12] for a flow past a circular disk. Further, it is stated by Deck and Thorigny [15]
that shear layer flapping and shear layer shedding are different aspects of the same motion. The first describes
a periodic growth and decay process of the recirculation
bubble in the vertical direction with a characteristic fre-

quency of f Lr /U 1 ⇡ 0.08 (based on the reattachment
length Lr ). Further, Ref. [15] finds the secondary corner
vortex growing and decaying with the same frequency.
Shear layer shedding and the movement of the reattachment length are associated with f Lr /U 1 ⇡ 0.2. According to experiments mentioned in Ref. [15], 50% of
the pressure fluctuations are attributed to this characteristic frequency. The onset for such a coherent large scale
motion results from a feedback process between the separation point and the maximum intensity backflow location
of the recirculation region, which is found to be origin
of the absolutely unstable flow region. The generation
of pressure waves is attributed to an interaction between
the passage of large-scale and free-stream inrush between
vortices. Recently, Weiss et al. [18] confirmed the hypothesis of an absolute unstable flow region by means of
linear stability analysis coupled with a two-point correlation analysis.
Unsteady loads are only one reason for the justification of
a hot plume testing facility. Ref. [19] lists many applications where an improved knowledge about rocket exhaust
plumes is of interest like for the (1) design, the development and the operation of flight vehicles, to (2) detect
and track flight vehicles, to (3) minimize radio-frequency
interference and to (4) develop generally a better understanding for the plume behavior to provide foundations
for simulations, to optimize intrinsic features wrt radio
frequency attenuation, noise et cetera or to investigate the
environmental impact.
Acoustic plume noise has to be added to the list of mechanical loads that act on the space transportation system. For instance, Saturn V emitted acoustic power of
about 2 · 108 W [19], which corresponds to the power
consumption of 200000 average homes. The angle of attack plays a major role in the dynamics of base region.
The reattachment of the flow on the other hand, either
on the nozzle wall (as shown in Fig. 1) or on the jet acting as fluidic wall has according to the investigations of
Deprés et al. [20] no influence on the pressure distribution
and spectral behavior in the base region. A jet temperature increase from T0 = 273 K to 800 K with a nozzle,
which is immersed in the recirculation region, increases
the base pressure by 15% as demonstrated by Zapryagaev
et al. [21]. This in turn results in an overestimation of the
base drag, which holds true to observations in real scale
as shown with in-flight measurements conducted on Ariane 5. This insinuates that the simulation capability with
appropriate jet temperatures is required.
With increasing altitudes and decreasing ambient pressure, the plume diameter increases. For a multiple nozzle
space transportation configuration, the interaction of multiple plumes influences and distorts the flow pattern, and
the altered heat transfer process may cause a low density
region in the base, which may significantly influence on
the drag. Systems for drag reduction and for the damping
of buffet loads are under investigation.
An overview to heat sources is given in Goethert [22].
It is classified in (1) radiation caused by the exhaust gas
and the rocket nozzle, (2) the recirculation of hot exhaust

gases into the base region without afterburning, the (3)
recirculation of fuel-rich exhaust gases with afterburning at the base and the interaction of exhausts or multiple nozzle effects. Simmons [23] describes the impact
on the emissive properties if the hot exhaust gases carry
soot particles like from hydrocarbon fuels, aluminum oxide from solid propellants or condensed particles. The
particles flow exhibit a lag of velocity and temperature
and causes a separation in the two-phase flow, which can
alter the plume shape significantly [24]. The slow down
of the typically fuel rich exhaust gases with incompletely
oxidized fuel species in the shear layer of the ambient
air and the jet causes a temperature recovery, which then
promotes afterburning and IR emission. The recirculation region can here act as a flameholder and sustain this
process. As described before, a multiple nozzle configuration lead at higher altitudes to the impingement and
interaction of the separate jets, which causes hot gases to
travel even upstream on the space vehicle [22]. The consequences are high temperature areas with the inherent
effects of an increased emission, increased temperatures
in the shock-heated air, the augmentation of hot backflow
and upstream separation. The plume separated region can
act under such circumstances as flameholder [25].
Further, Goethert [22] categorizes the significance of the
different heat sources for a rocket in general. Afterburning dominates in the low altitude range up to an altitude of
about 4.5 km (15000 ft). At medium altitudes at 4.5 km
to 15 km (50000 ft), afterburning has a major contribution to heat loads and a significant part comes from the
plume interference. The first diminishes completely for
altitudes above 15 km, while the latter is described as
major. Additionally, recirculation of hot gases without
afterburning for a multi-nozzle rocket configuration and
radiation reaches a significant heat load level.
The plume trail is of great interest concerning environmental issues or the detectability and trackability of flight
vehicle. The first relates to impact of the plume remains
in the atmosphere and specifically in the stratosphere or
ozone layer. The latter is described with the terminology rocket exhaust signatures and involves the subject of
primary and secondary smoke, its classification, plume
microwave and radiation properties. A better understanding understand of the mechanisms of smoke, soot, or
vapor formation and the possibility to control them is
required. One of the objectives is the minimization of
radio-frequency interference and reduction of attenuation
for specific antennas due to the plume. Kinefuchi et al.
[26] reports of these effects for the Japanese M-V rocket
and the European VEGA launch vehicle due to the usage
of solid propulsion systems. In this regard, the rocket exhaust plume is seen as near field of the trail and starting
point for further predictions of the trail [24].
Deposition and possible contamination of condensed
species on the space transportation system and its components being optical surfaces, windows, solar panels or
radiating heat emission surfaces due to plume impingement on vehicle is a further aspect of consideration. At
high altitudes, the supersonic plume exhibits a PrandtlMeyer expansion angles larger than 90 and the subsonic

boundary layer, although low, but not negligible in mass
flow, can even travel further upstream with all associated
issues induced by the exhaust gas.
The current revival of reusable launch vehicles and
SpaceX efforts with the Falcon 9 Reusable Development
Vehicle (F9R Dev) as shown in Ref. [27] opens up a less
investigated field for future investigations. Firing in retro
mode certainly involves many of the above described
challenges, e.g. instabilities as shown in Ref. [28], over a
wide Mach number range in a different fashion.

is LOX/methane [38, 39]. A general overview to the liquid propulsion systems and propellant choices is given
in Ref. [40]. NASA, Aerojet and the German Aerospace
Agency are mentioned to pursue activities in the respective field. Korea and Japan performed tests, which are
described in Ref. [41, 42], respectively.

2.3.

Scaling Considerations

Various test benches with focus on investigating cryogenic injection and combustion phenomena are operated
throughout the world with small scale combustion chambers. The objective of the work at hand is not on these
phenomena, but the parameters of the test benches is used
to get an idea about the classification of the future interaction facility. These test benches investigate combustion
chambers, which correspond to applicable chamber with
respect to the size. An exemplary overview about existing facilities is given in Tab. 1. It contains the Cryogenic
Combustion Laboratory (CCL) of the PennState University, the Mascotte test bench of Onera and the small scale
test facility M3.1 of DLR Lampoldshausen.

The main parameters governing the base flow of a rocket
were investigated by Goethert and Barnes [43]. Under the
assumption of geometric similarity, it is concluded that
non-viscous and viscous effects have to be considered.
Similarity for the non-viscous effects are satisfied: if (G1) the static pressure change case by the a change in flow
direction for full-scale vehicle and model is equal for the
external flow, if (G-2) the static pressure change caused
by a change in the flow direction for full-scale vehicle and
model is met for the exhaust jet, and if (G-3) the ratio of
the static pressure in the jet at the nozzle exit to the static
pressure in the undisturbed external flow for the full-scale
vehicle and the model is equal. The first two aspects relate to the pressure sensitivity of the external/jet flow with
respect to the flow direction, which is required to be constant for both hot and cold flow. The non-viscous scaling
rules (G-1 to G-3) were applied in Ref. [44] and have
shown to find a good correlation for the base pressure between the hot and cold gas nozzle flows.
For the viscous effects, Ref. [43] considers the mixing
process between the ambient flow and the exhaust jet as
dominating and neglects the mixing process in the base
region due to the small velocities, and thus only concerns
the mixing of an essentially parallel flow. Two similarity
parameters are developed: The excess pumping mass (G4) parameter and the total pressure at the jet boundary
streamline (G-5). The first is a measure for the entrained
mass of the mixing layer, the second is required to provide similar discharge conditions.

To cope with potential future developments, the facility
is designed to feature methane compatibility and operability. This is driven by recent efforts throughout the
world towards methane/oxygen engines. Airbus Defence
and Space Defense initiated LOX/Methane studies for
rocket engines of a 350 kN, 420 kN and 600 kN thrust
class named ACE-35R, ACE-42R and ACE-60R, respectively, followed by sub-scale and equipment tests. It is
stated that the engine demonstrator ACE-35R could be
ready for test in 2018 Ref. [34]. Firing test of a European
staged combustion engines are presented in Ref. [35]. In
2012, SpaceX announced the development of a methanefueled rocket engine comparable in thrust with the F-1
engine of the Saturn V named Raptor. The Russian-based
NPO Energomash company considers the modification of
their RD-169, RD-182, RD-184, RD-185, RD-190 and
RD-192 rocket engines to operate with liquefied natural
instead of kerosene [36]. French/Russian activities are
summarized in Ref. [37]. The future launcher preparatory
program (FLPP) of ESA focuses the future demonstration work on two propellant combinations, one of which

More recently, Frey [45] suggested a scaling approach
for Ariane 5’s point of maximum buffeting at Mach 0.7.
It is based on shear layer similarity with respect to plume
shape and entrainment arguing that the shear layer is the
only way of interaction between the nozzle flow and the
ambient flow. Consequently shear layer growth must be
equal for flight and wind tunnel experiment. Six parameters describing the conditions directly at the nozzle exit
are identified to govern this process: (F-1) The velocity of
the plume, (F-2) the velocity of the surrounding external
flow at the nozzle lip, (F-3) the density ratio between the
external and plume flow, (F-4) the degree of turbulence
of the internal flow, respectively the degree of turbulence
of the boundary layer along the inside of the nozzle, (F5) the angle between the shear layer direction and the
nozzle axis, and (F-6) the nozzle lip thickness. The parameters refer to the location downstream from the nozzle
lip, and respectively downstream from the pressure adaption of the nozzle resulting in a shock or expansion fan.
Further considerations a dedicated to the issue of reaching flight-comparably high jet exit velocities. Sensitivi-

The aforementioned examples reveal that base region is
an area of uncertainty in the current launch vehicle design
process. In the past, base flow effects have mostly been
examined in experiments with cold supersonic jets, which
have shown to not mirror the base flow effects satisfactorily. The objective of the hot plume interaction facility
is to provide a platform for the examination of base flow
phenomena under realistic flight. Due to the importance
of Ariane 5 wrt the European space transportation system, the Vulcain engine, and thus oxygen and hydrogen,
is chosen as baseline for the hot plume facility.
2.2.

State of the Art and Future Developments

Supersonic and Hypersonic Technology Department, Cologne
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Vertical
Wind
Table 1. Operational parameters of exemplary test benches. The
abbreviation (L)of
andthe
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ties like the specific heat ratio, the influence of the molar
(Fig. 1).
mass of exhaust gas, gas temperature and mixing ratio
are addressed with the goal to increase the exit velocity. It is concluded that the highest degree of similarity in
terms of exit velocity is reached either by using helium,
as being used in Ref. [46], or even better by operating a
combustion chamber at a hydrogen rich mixture ratio of
about 0.7. The latter yields at 82% of the Vulcain exit
velocity in comparison to helium or cold air, which is at
56% and 15%, respectively. The low mixture ratio comes
with the benefit for the materials used for the combustion chamber due to combustion chamber temperatures
of about 1000 K.
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Figure 4. Exemplary propulsion test of a RAM-jet configuration in VMK.
perform hot plume tests with gaseous hydrogen/gaseous
oxygen combustion for the simulation of thermal and mechanical loads on the base of space transportation vehicles during the ascent with focus on the most critical
part, which is transonic flow regime. As reference for
planned hot plume interaction facility in Cologne serves
the main stage of Ariane 5 with its Vulcain engine since it
is the main European space transportation system. In the
past, experiments were performed with the solid propellant combination based on HTPB/AP/Al as used in the
EAP boosters of Ariane 5. In the future, this upgrade
empowers experiments in VMK to study generic single
plume effects with various propellants and complete Ariane 6-like configurations with plume-plume interaction
and the resulting effects on the structure. Additionally,
the methane compatibility of the facility covers possible
future developments as discussed in industry and various
international space agencies. Consequently, base flow experiments can be run for all current and possible future
members of the European space launcher family. This includes Vega, Ariane 5, Ariane 6 and most FLPP studies.
The upgrade of the hot plume testing facility can be
divided in several steps. Step 1: The realization of
the hydrogen/oxygen supply system is scheduled for
2015/2016. Subsequently, experiments can directly be
conducted after the manufacturing of a combustion chamber and integration in a already partially existing wind
tunnel model from investigations conducted by Emunds

and H. Riedel [51]. The targeted diameter for the representation of the main stage is in correlation with these
previous experiments at 67 mm for a subsonic wind tunnel nozzle with 340 mm.
As a mid-term plan (step 2), it is planned to equip VMK
with a larger subsonic wind tunnel nozzle of the size
of 600 mm. This makes the 1 : 1 integration of the
PennState combustion chamber with an external diameter of 148 mm in the wind tunnel model seem reasonable. The PennState burner was selected for several reasons. Among others since it is run with gaseous oxygen
and gaseous hydrogen up to the stoichiometric mixture
ratio, since it is considered to be a benchmark test case,
and thus well experimentally [29] and numerically [52]
investigated and documented. For instance, details to the
dimensions of the combustion chamber and injector are
given in Ref. [30]. The CFD in Ch. 4 is based on this
upgrade step 2.
The realization of step 3 falls also in the range of midterm planning. The department is currently studying opportunities to reduce the ambient pressure in the measurement section. This aspect is advantageous with respect to
the adjustment of the pressure ratio between the external
and nozzle flow and basically allow altitude simulation
like during the ascent of space transportation systems.
In the long term (step 4), the principle of the upstream
support concept will also be applied for supersonic testing. This can be done with appropriately designed wind
tunnel nozzles as shown for example in Ref. [53, 54]. Independently from step 4, classical strut supported configuration can easily be test with the existing supersonic
wind tunnel nozzles of VMK.
The developments and experiences for VMK will be
used as blueprint to establish hot plume testing capabilities in Trisonic Test Section Cologne (TMK) [55, 56] in
Cologne. This facility is equipped with a transonic test
section with perforated walls for an improved flow quality. Perturbations coming from free jet shear layer of an
open test section as described by Weiss and Deck [57] can
be avoided this way. Further advantages lay in the possibility to adjust the static pressure in the measurement
section with little modification for altitude simulations,
the possibility to change the angle of attack/yaw and experiments can be conducted continuously from Mach 0.5
to 5.7. The comparison of experiments in both facilities
provide insights into the influence of the support.
3.

METHODS

A justification for a hot plume facility was given in
Ch. 2. The subsequent question to clarify is how to establish similarity to flight. An introduction to the scaling issue was given in Ch. 2.3 based on the work by
Ref. Goethert and Barnes [43] and Frey [45]. The two
scaling approaches are opposed to each other and evaluated in Ch. 3.1 to find appropriate parameters that reflect similarity to Ariane 5 over the complete transonic
Mach number range. For this task, it is necessary to
make realistic assumptions, which is based on existing

hardware. The PennState burner was chosen as reference for the hot gas generation. It is run at maximum
chamber pressure of 6.89 MPa. For comparison: Vulcain 2 operates at ⇠ 12 MPa. The wind tunnel VMK in
Cologne is taken as a given second prescription. Note that
the static pressure at the exit is always the ambient pressure due to the open test section environment. In Ch. refchap:TestEnvironment, it is made use of the scaling assessment to define the reference conditions for the future
facility. The DLR TAU code and the applied method is
described in Ch. 3.3.

3.1.

Scaling Considerations

The non-viscous scaling parameter of Goethert and
Barnes [43] referring to the static pressure change of the
nozzle supersonic model flow (G-2) can be expressed as
a function of Mach number and heat capacity ratio. For
hot gas tests with comparable mixture ratios to flight, it
essentially reflects Mach number similarity for the nozzle
flow if the latter is matched. But, this similarity parameter is difficult to keep since, on the one hand, the combustion chamber pressure must be large enough to avoid
the violation of the pressure ratio (G-3) and to avoid a
significant alteration of the plume pattern or even flow
separation in the model nozzle. On the other hand, the
maximum chamber pressure is limited in order to handle
the heat flux especially at throat of the nozzle for small
burners. Consequently, the exit Mach number, ergo the
expansion ratio, is adapted to match the pressure ratio
condition G-3. The pressure change condition G-1 for
the ambient flow is imposed by keeping the Mach number M1,Exp = M1,Ariane similar. This can easily be
set for wind tunnels by adjusting the stagnation pressure
(for a subsonic nozzle).
The viscous scaling parameters require the displacement
streamline, which is modeled as function of the jet’s
Mach number M1 . Further input parameters for the excess pumping mass (G-4) and the total pressure head (G5) are only the density and velocity of both the jet and the
ambient flow.
The similarity parameter of Ref. [45] include parameters,
which are dependent on the specific behavior or geometry
of the wind tunnel model. Thus, the degree of turbulence
(F-4) and the nozzle lip thickness (F-6) are not taken into
account for the design at the current state. The other parameters find their equivalence. The velocity condition
F-1 and F-2 are comparable to the Mach number similarity M-1 and M-2, respectively, and the angle of the shear
layer direction (F-5) is driven by the pressure ratio (G-3).
For the design of the facility, the intention is not to find
a wind tunnel model with high degree of similarity to the
wake flow of Ariane 5 with a similar exhaust plume. The
idea is rather to show the potential of the hot plume system in combination with VMK over a wide Mach range
of the transonic flow regime.
The methodology to judge similarity is to determine the
nozzle exit and ambient properties (p, ⇢, v,⇢v, T ) dur-

ing the ascent of Ariane 5 and set them in relation to the
properties of the nozzle exit and ambient properties of the
planned experiments. The ratio of both is equal to 1 for
all properties if the conditions are identical.
In more detail, the idealized nozzle exit parameters for
Ariane 5 and PennState burner plus defined nozzle were
calculated with Rocket Propulsion Analysis [58]. The Ariane 5E H173 version as given in Ref. [59] was taken as
reference. The trajectory and the corresponding parameters during the ascent was calculated with the trajectory
simulation program (Ref. [60]) for Ariane 5. It returns,
among other parameters, the velocity as function of altitude. By means of the atmospheric data, in the case here
the U.S. standard atmopshere [61], the static gas properties and the velocity were converted and linked to the
Mach number, which are of concern for the experiments.
The static gas properties of the wind tunnel are defined
for all Mach number due the pressure adaptation at the
nozzle exit for the subsonic case of concern. As it can be
seen in Fig. 3, the temperature is variable. For subsonic
tests, this is unusual, thus the reservoir pressure is set to
288 K.

3.2.

Test Environment

In order to receive an estimated maximum and minimum
mass flux for the hot plume testing facility, a combustion chamber had to be found or designed, which can be
integrated in a wind tunnel model. A literature research
revealed that the PennState burner is suitable combustion
chamber to continue the study. It corresponds to the dimensional limitations, is well documented, features Vulcain 2-like combustion chamber condition and a co-axial
injector, which is of relevance for rocket engine application. More to the reasoning is given in Ref. [62].
The outer diameter of the VMK wind tunnel model is
approximated as follows: The throat diameter of the
PennState burner, the expansion rate of the Vulcain 2 engine and the Ariane 5-like diameter ratio between the diameter of the main body and the diameter of the nozzle of
0.4 is used to calculate the inner nozzle exit diameter and
the diameter of the main body. It accounts to 61.2 mm
and 158 mm (including a nozzle thickness of 2 mm), respectively. The outer diameter of the PennState burner
is in a comparable range (148 mm). Note that this is an
imaginary model and this approach is used to determine
the maximal outer diameter. Such a configuration would
require a very high combustion chamber pressure to avoid
nozzle flow separation. This in turn causes very high heat
loads on the model.
Three reference conditions (RC 0 to RC 2) are defined
to cover the operating capabilities of the facility. Reference conditions RC 0 defines a ’cold’ and low pressure
condition, RC 1 is a ’must’ condition to cover the capabilities of the PennState burner, and RC 2 is based on a
maximum, ’nice-to-have’ scenario. No attention is paid
to the question if the heat loads of RC 2 condition can actually be managed for this exact configuration. The idea

is to enable experiments like this with the hot plume interaction facility and to cover a broader range of potential
experiments with to date undefined configurations.
In detail, RC 0 is a hydrogen-rich condition with a mixture ratio of 0.7 at a chamber pressure of 2.07 MPa for a
nozzle throat diameter of 8 mm. Experiments with condition RC 0 reach very high exit velocities, meaning high
similarity in that respect, at moderate demands on the
materials. According to Ref. [45], the exit velocity can
go up to umax = 3467.1 ms 1 for expansion in vacuum, which corresponds to 82.0% of the Ariane 5’s exit
velocity. Special precautions for heat management can
be circumvented and thus, a wind tunnel model featuring
such a combustion conditions can easily be integrated in
TMK. Condition RC 1 is specified by a chamber pressure
of 6.89 MPa, a mixture ratio of 6.0 and a nozzle throat
diameter of 8.0. An expansion ratio of 20 is an additional requirement to avoid nozzle flow separation during
the experiments (for flow separation see e.g. Ref. [14]).
Condition RC 2 is motivated by two different drivers. The
first driver is the desire to conduct experiments in a pressure range, which is comparable to Ariane 5, meaning up
to ⇠ 12 MPa. The second driver corresponds to the requirement to test RC 1 condition for a nozzle diameter
that allows similarity with respect to the outer geometric
scaling between Ariane 5 and the wind tunnel model. The
outer diameter of the VMK model (158 mm) leads with
geometric outer scaling and an expansion ratio of ⇠ 20
to a nozzle throat diameter of about 13.7 mm. The resulting mass flows of these reference conditions are listed in
Tab. 2. Obviously, if the mass flux is held constant, RC 2
defines the upper limit of the operating range.
The aforementioned reference conditions are valid for the
operational mode. Additionally, ignition conditions IC
must be specified for the ignition mode. The idea is to
ignite the combustion chamber through a nozzle with a
flare system. The ignition mode targets at low pressures
and low a mixture ratio to avoid a pressure overshoot and
to keep the heat loads low in that phase. To be on the
secure side with the ignition through the nozzle, it is intended to stay below conditions that lead to a choked nozzle flow. In discussion with industry, the minimum mass
flow for the supply system (see Ch. 4) was determined
and documented (Tab. 2). This minimum mass flow is
considered as sufficient. Ignition with a mixture ratio of
2 and a combustion chamber pressure of 0.16MPa can be
realized with nozzles exhibiting a throat diameter from
4.2 mm to almost 24.5 mm.
This statement is supported by literature on ignition.
Hasegawa et al. [63] successfully conducted laser ignition experiments for comparable parameters and conditions, meaning a mixture ratio O/F = 2, combustion
chamber pressures ranging from 0.15 MPa to 0.35 MPa
and a throat diameter of dth = 3 mm. The calculated
hydrogen mass flow ranges from 0.14 gs 1 to 0.33 gs 1 .
An anchored flame was observed by Schmidt et al. [64]
for a nozzle with a throat diameter of 4 mm, a mixture
ratio of about 2 and a hydrogen mass flow of 0.58 gs 1 .

3.3.

Computational Fluid Dynamics

Computations are carried out using the DLR TAU Code.
It is discussed in detail in the literature see e.g. Ref. [65,
66]. TAU is a hybrid grid, finite volume second order accuracy flow solver. It has been validated for a variety of
steady and unsteady flow cases, ranging from sub to hypersonic Mach numbers Ref. [67, 68].
As the investigated geometries are essentially axissymmetric in this work, all computations are carried out
in two dimensions under assumption of axisymmetry. For
this initial study, the involved gases are treated as a mixture of non-reacting ideal gases. Species accounted for
are H2, H, O2, O, H2O, OH, HO2, H2O2, and N2. The
reservoir composition inside the combustion chamber is
computed with NASA’s “Chemical Equilibrium and Applications” (CEA) code by Gordon and McBride [67, 68].
The combustion chamber is simulated to operate with a
pressure of 11.9MPa at 3669 K and species corresponding to a mixture ratio of 7.1. The flow is released through
a Vulcain 2 nozzle (scaled to fit on the wind tunnel model
concept) in the ambient Mach 0.86. The stagnation pressure and temperature of the facility is set to 0.164 MPa
and 288 K, respectively. Since an open test section is simulated, the ambient pressure is initiated with 0.102 MPa.
3.4.

Measurement Techniques

The requirements for a suitable selection of measurement
techniques for the proposed concept are listed in the
following. In detail, the test section diameter and length
is according to the planned dimensions of VMK at
600 mm and a run time of the facility between 2 s and
50 s is assumed. In the transonic range, the free stream
velocity and Mach number is in the range of 160 ms 1
to 360 ms 1 and 0.5 to 1.2, respectively, at a free stream
pressure of about 1 bar. The diameter of wind tunnel
model is in the range of 50 mm to 160 mm, while the
wind tunnel nozzle diameter is about 40% of the model
diameter. The exhaust jet velocity and Mach number was
specified to be between 3000 ms 1 and 4400 ms 1 at an
exhaust jet static temperature of 340 K to 2000 K.

4.
4.1.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Scaling considerations

Reynolds number similarity is demanded for most simulations in aerodynamics. Fig. 5 depicts the unit Reynolds
number ReU of a representative ascend trajectory of Ariane 5 ECA as function of the ambient Mach number
M a1 (Ref. [60]). The altitude H is given additionally
to explain the influence of the atmosphere. It can be
seen that the Reynolds number increases steadily due to
the increasing velocity of the vehicle. The maximum is
reached at M a1 = 0.82 at an altitude of 4.5 km, which

Table 2. Reference conditions for operational (RC0-RC2) and ignition mode (IC).
Reference condition
Combustion chamber pressure
Mixture ratio
Total mass flow
Mass flow oxygen
Mass flow hydrogen

pCC
O/F
ṁ
ṁO2
ṁH2

MPa
gs
gs
gs

1
1
1

RC 0
2.07
0.7
89.2
52.5
36.7

RC 1
6.89
6.0
150.3
128.8
21.5

RC 2
11.5(15)
6.0
440.8
377.8
63.0

IC
0.6-20
0.3-10

12.5

12.5

10

10

7.5

7.5

5

5

2.5
0
0

2.5
0.5

1
M a∞

1.5

0
2

Figure 5. Exemplary Ariane 5 ascend. Altitude and unit
Reynolds number over Mach number.
is mainly invoked by a temperature curvature change in
the atmosphere. Taking into account the differences of
the base diameter as characteristic length scale between
flight and experiment of about two orders in comparison with the operational range VMK (Fig. 3), it becomes
clear that the Reynolds number is impossible to match
for such a configuration with experiments in VMK. For
more details, see Ref. [16]. In the previous similarity
studies in Ref. [43, 45], the Reynolds number did not
occur as influential parameters. To answer the question
about its influence, literature on wake flows is consulted.
The base pressure is taken here as reference. On the one
hand, since it was on the focus of many investigations for
a long time, and on the other hand, since it seems to be a
governing parameter as shown before. Note that this is a
necessary, but not a sufficient criteria for flow similarity.
Murthy and Osborn [69] assembled a bibliography about
base flow phenomena and presents various correlations
approaches. The Reynolds number is explicitly mentioned in the Kurzweg Correlation and Love Correlation.
It is stated that for wake flows without injections/jets, the
Reynolds number has an negligible influence on the base
pressure as long as the incoming boundary cylinder on
the main body is turbulent. In Ref. [69], an influence
is attributed to the Mach number, angle of attack, boundary layer thickness and boundary layer characteristics and
surface temperature. Experiments conducted by Zapryagaev et al. [21] in the recent past show the same insensitivity to Reynolds number variations. The other influences should be kept in mind for the final definition of
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Figure 6. Pressure ratios between experiment and flight
over Mach number for various expansion ratios.
the wind tunnel model for a potential adjustment of the
boundary layer with appropriate measures like boundary
suction, blowing, roughness elements or surface temperature adjustments.
For the further discussion, the Reynolds number is
consequently neglected. ’Screws’ that can be changed to
adjust the similarity for a predefined Mach numbers are
the stagnation temperature of the wind tunnel, and for the
combustion chamber the pressure, the expansion ratio
of the nozzle and the expansion ratio. The sensitivity
of these parameters has been evaluated in Ref. [16] and
an excerpt is shown in Fig. 6 to Fig. 10. Based on the
discussed approach, it shows the individual gas property
ratio of the nozzle exit and the ambient flow of the
experiments in relation to Ariane 5-like conditions as
function of the simulation Mach number for different
expansion ratios. As baseline, the combustion chamber
of the wind tunnel model is set to 6.89 MPa (PennState),
a mixture ratio of 6 and an expansion ratio of 58.5 (red
line).
It shows that by varying the expansion ratio, the pressure ratio (see Fig. 6) - the essential parameter for plume
formation (G-1/F-5) - can be kept similar over a wide
range without having a significant influence on the velocity ratio (Fig. 7). The ratios with respect to density ratio

0.95
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0.85
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
M a∞

1

1.1 1.2

Figure 7. Velocity ratios between experiment and flight
over Mach number for various expansion ratios.
(Fig. 8), impulse density ratio (Fig. 9) and temperature
ratio (Fig. 10) can be kept in the same order. It seems
like an expansion ratio of ⇠ 20 can lead to comparable
results. As mentioned before, these parameters are used
to determine the operational conditions for the future facility. If similarity is required at a specific Mach number,
a detailed analysis with respect to the viscous behavior of
the plume is required.
The influence of the other ’screws’ is studied in Ref. [16].
It shows that a change of mixture ratio between O/F =
4 to 8 does not offer this wider range of comparable ratios. Mainly the temperature ratio can be influence while
the other ratios stay in a very narrow regime. An adjustment of the pressure ratio is not possible this way
and flow separation in the nozzle has to be expected
(Ref. [14]). This can be avoided by increasing the combustion chamber pressure to a most likely detrimental
level of 15 MPa, which is also advantageous for the density and impulse density ratio while keeping the temperature and velocity ratio at a comparable level. Note that
mixture ratio ’screws’ is also changed without considering the effect on an existing set-up. The parameter variation shows that the most favorable parameter to adjust
is the expansion ratio since it can be changed without increasing the loads on the combustion chamber.

4.2.

Test Environment

The proposed concept shown in Fig. 11 is a combination
of the wind tunnel model used by Emunds and H. Riedel
[51] for base flow investigations and the PennState burner
[29] or slightly modified, but similar burner [62]. Bos
et al. [70] presented a comparable concept with respect
to the support in their feasibility study for a hot plume
test facility. Upstream of the nozzle exit, the wind tunnel
nozzle (1) is equipped with support arms (2), which have
three tasks: They simply keep the wind tunnel model in
place, the upper and lower support arm supply the com-
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Figure 8. Density ratios between experiment and flight
over Mach number for various expansion ratios.
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Figure 9. Impulse density ratios between experiment and
flight over Mach number for various expansion ratios.
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Figure 10. Temperature ratios between experiment and
flight over Mach number for various expansion ratios.

bustion chamber with gaseous hydrogen (3) and gaseous
oxygen (4), respectively, and a one or several hydrogen
supports can be selected as exit of the sensor harness.
The support arms converge in a central mounting (5) on
top of which is the combustion chamber (6). The injector
(7) and the nozzle (8) is exchangeable to realize various
injection conditions and nozzle exit conditions, respectively. The wind tunnel nozzle is equipped with two levels of straighteners (9) downstream of the support arms
to minimize perturbations. Fig. 2 shows the location of
the assembly with respect to the wind tunnel. This upstream supported concept is advantageous since streamlines of the upstream part of the wind tunnel model can
not be ’squeezed’, and the flow can not be accelerated to
Mach 1. Thus, blockage [71] is no issue and the diameter
can be freely selected. Further, the upstream support minimizes disturbance, which usually induced from a strut
support. On the other hand, Weiss and Deck [57] showed
that the shear layer of the wind tunnel model influences
the pressure fluctuations and has to be taken into account
by CFD and/or the diameter has to be sufficiently large
with respect to the model in order to allow the negligence
of these disturbance.
For upgrade step 1, the ratio between the wind tunnel
model and the model is /D = 340 mm/67 mm ⇡ 5.1.
For upgrade step 2 with the increased wind tunnel nozzle
( = 600 mm), it is at /D ⇡ 9.0. It is expected that
the influence of the shear layer perturbation decreases if
this ratio is about twice or four times as large as for the
investigations conducted by Ref. [57]. These calculations
were conducted with /D ⇡ 2.86.
The supply of the wind tunnel model is executed as
shown in Fig. 12. It shows the process flow diagram
of the GOX/GH2 supply from the storage outside of the
building to the combustion chamber in the test section in
accordance with the previously defined reference conditions. It basically consists of a GOX line, a parallel GH2
line and a nitrogen line for purging different segments of
the supply system. The facility essentially runs in two
different modes: Ignition mode and operational mode. In
the ignition mode, the mass flow is passing through the
pressure reducing valves DR-X04/DR-H04, which limits
in combination with the setting for the control valves CVX07/CV-H07 the mass flow for a secure and ’low’ pressure ignition. A flare system is used for ignition and for
burning excess-gas. Optionally, other system can be integrated in the system as well. In the operational mode, the
mass flow passes through the shut-off valves AV-X06/AVH06. The mass flow sensor at FT-X15/FT-H15 sends the
mass flow rate to the flow indicator and controller FIC,
which adjusts the control valves CV-X07/CV-H07 to the
setpoint mass flow for the combustion chamber. Shutdown off the combustion chamber is realized by purging the combustion chamber. In case of emergency, the
test section of the wind tunnel and the supply system is
vented with nitrogen. The extra loop in the oxygen piping
system prevents excessive and detrimental flow velocities
during start-up.
The reference conditions in Tab. 2 were used as basis to
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Figure 11. Cross-sectional view of the wind tunnel model
concept.
specify the piping of the feeding system, which will obviously be assembled with standardized components. The
next standardized step to include RC 2 condition is at
160 MPa. This is the upper pressure limit for the feeding system. The selected pipes are rated for maximum
volumetric flow rate of 0.0358 m3 s 1 and 0.0029 m3 s 1
for hydrogen and oxygen, respectively. Consequently, the
maximum permitted mass flow is ⇠ 480 gs 1 for hydrogen and ⇠ 620 gs 1 for oxygen. In the invitation to tender, it is specified that the facility is required to adjust the
mass flow to the nominal value with an accuracy of ±5%
within 3 s from ignition mode and reaches an accuracy of
±1% within 6 s. The hot plume testing facility offers a
large enough margin to RC 2 and a high degree of flexibility is given to realize advanced experiments. Additionally, the facility compares well to the facilities presented
in Tab. 1 and can be classified as intermediate-range test
bench.
In a typical test sequence, the combustion chamber is ignited with a flare system (Igntion mode). After a stable
combustion is detected, the facility is switched to the operational mode where the chamber pressure is increased
to an intermediate set point to establish choked flow conditions in the model nozzle. The goal is to minimize
coupling effects induced by the start of the wind tunnel,
which is the next step. When the test conditions are set,
the chamber pressure is increased to the nominal value.
After the experiment, both systems are shut down simultaneously.
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Figure 13. Comparison of Mach number contours of facility (top) and free flight (bottom) case, detail of rocket
plume.

Figure 15. Radial profiles of axial velocity of free flight
(Free) and facility (Facility) case.
of density is satisfactory as well. This can be seen in
Fig. 16.

4.4.
Figure 14. Comparison of Mach number contours of facility (top) and free flight (bottom) case.
4.3.

Computational Fluid Dynamics

The wind tunnel concept presented in the previous section is opposed to free flight conditions here. The Mach
number contours of the resulting flow fields are compared
in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14. Fig. 13 demonstrates how the
fundamentally different flow fields nonetheless lead to
practically indistinguishable flow conditions at the rocket
base. It can be seen in Fig. 14 that the base recirculation,
the nozzle separation, and the position of the Mach disc
are practically identical in both cases.
In order to allow a qualitative comparison, profiles are extracted in radial direction at three positions: at the wind
tunnel nozzle exit and at both 0.5 · R and R behind the
rocket nozzle, where R is the rocket nozzle radius. It can
be seen in Fig. 15 that the wind tunnel nozzle has been
well designed. The boundary layer profile stopping to
early is a data extraction artifact, the velocity reduces to
zero at a no-slip boundary. The boundary layer profiles
differ slightly. This might be due to the free flight case
having a homogeneous build-up in a constant pressure
environment, whereas the flow is accelerated through the
wind tunnel nozzle. The difference in velocity at the nozzle exit is negligible, the shear layer develops slightly differently, possibly due to the difference in boundary layer
profile. Overall agreement between both cases is in terms

Measurement Techniques

For a coherent examination of the study, applicable measurement techniques are discussed in a last step. Willert
et al. [72] studied relevant optical measurement techniques, ergo non-intrusive image based methods. Under consideration were flow field diagnostics like Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV), Doppler Global Velocimetry (DGV) and optical diagnostic methods for reacting
flows like chemiluminescence, Laser Induced Flourescence (LIF), Filtered Rayleigh Scattering (FRS) and Coherent Anti-Stokes Ramann Scattering (CARS). As a result, a combined single line OH-LIF and PIV measurement technique according to the work of Lange et al.
[73] was recommended, which offers correlated information about temperature and velocity field with a high,
two-dimensional spatial resolution on a single shot basis. Additionally, FRS [74] is considered to be advantageous as border crossing application for the temperature measurement in the recirculation region where the
OH concentration is unknown and temperatures in the
range of the ambient free stream are expected. OHLIF is restricted to an OH concentration in the order
of 0.1 to 2 ⇥ 1016 molecules cm 3 [73]. Constraints
might arise for measurements close to the region with the
bright hydrogen-oxygen combustion and due to the limited knowledge about this technique in the high temperature range [75]. The diagnostics can easily be complimented with measurement techniques, which are read to
go at the department like high-speed Schlieren imaging,
IR-thermography, spectroscopy in the IR, UV and visible range, steady and unsteady pressure measurements et
cetera.
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